Cruden helps the I-WAY simulator centre stay fresh by creating a new 320
km/h city street track; 80 percent of guests ask to drive it.
Cruden’s in-house Content & Design Studio supports attractions customers with rapid
turnaround of fresh, exclusive content for the simulated racing/driving environment, without
the cost of license fees.
Cruden, the world’s leading professional motion simulation company, has created a race
track around the streets of Lyon in France for simulator centre attraction, I-WAY. The 7.9 km
track tours famous landmarks such as Bellecour, old Lyon and Opera, plunging guests into
the Croix Rousse tunnel and crossing the Saône and Rhône rivers a number of times. Drivers
of I-WAY’s six Formula 1 and six endurance simulators can reach 320 km (around 200 miles)
per hour; guests who choose to drive the Citroen C2 cars can drive a special rally cross track
devised around the Place Bellecour.
Lyon-based I-WAY was the world’s first professional motion simulator centre when it
opened in 2008 and president and general director Pierre Nicolas puts working with
simulator hard- and software supplier Cruden on fresh, annual updates, at the heart of the
centre’s continued success. “We devise a very innovative new experience for our customers
at least once per year. Following the success of our race track on the moon, the Lyon street
track is our special attraction this year. After its first three months promotion, 80 percent of
our guests want to drive it and we are attracting more interest from locals who find driving
around familiar streets makes the track easier to learn. We welcomed around 70,000 guests
in 2012; three and a half times as many as in our first full year of operation.”
Says Frank Kalff, commercial director of Cruden: “We create all the cars, tracks and the 3D
environment for our simulators in-house so that we can be as flexible, quick and costeffective as possible for our customers without having to rely on a third party. We can make
all the changes ourselves and, importantly for the attractions market, we do not charge a
license fee.

“To build a virtual race track, we take data from various sources such as LIDAR/laser scans,
CAD data or create the content ourselves from scratch. Then come the hours of making it
look exactly right to a professional level of accuracy and image generation. It can take
between a week and three to four months depending on how much content is already
available. We build race tracks including ovals, courses for rally or rally cross cars as well as
roads. Anything really!”
A promotional video for the Lyon track can be viewed on this page:
http://www.lyonstreetrace.com/
For a video of a lap of the 7.9 km Lyon track at high speed, go to:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1SR7N77OqQ&list=FLZ-jO1d2OUo99gPWQ_Z0cw&index=3
##
About Cruden
Cruden is the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of professional, interactive,
motion-based racing simulators. The company develops the most high tech, realistic and
accurate professional equipment for the top levels of international motorsport, including
Formula One, as well as vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers. The same package is then
made available to the global attractions market and to private individuals to create a
motorsport experience which simply does not compare with ‘games’ machines on the
market. Cruden’s heritage is in the development of professional simulators for the
aerospace, marine and automotive industries. Originating from Fokker Aircraft Company,
the company was FCS Racing Simulation before becoming Cruden in 2006. www.cruden.com
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Cruden, the world’s leading professional
motion simulation company, has created a race
track around the streets of Lyon in France for
simulator centre attraction, I-WAY. The 7.9 km
track tours famous landmarks such as
Bellecour, old Lyon and Opera, plunging guests
into the Croix Rousse tunnel

The imposing Basilica of Fourvière, a famous
landmark looking down on Lyon, features in the
Lyon street race track.

Guests of I-WAY who choose to drive the
Citroen cars can drive a special rally cross track
devised around the Place Bellecour.

Lyon-based I-WAY was the world’s first
professional motion simulator centre when it
opened in 2008
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“We devise a very innovative new experience
for our customers at least once per year.
Following the success of our race track on the
moon, the Lyon street track is our special
attraction this year,” says Pierre Nicolas,
president and general director of I-WAY.
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